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Introduction, Background and Problem Statement
Introduction
This thesis investigates the cultural aspects within companies that lead (or have led)
to the current level of safety within those companies. It explores the variations
between incident investigation techniques and the underlying foundations of how
safety is (or is not) engrained in employee’s daily lives. It follows through on the
awareness of employees and aims to draw out cultural aspects to create a
framework to facilitate safety (improvement) across heavy industry in Sweden.
Background
Based on ‘Fatal accident at work’ statistics provided by Eurostat, there were 3876
fatal accidents in 2015 within industry in Europe, a 2,7% increase from 2014. In
Sweden,
the number of fatalities was 0,73 per 100,000 employees, with only The Netherlands
having a lower rate (0,5). The average for fatalities in EU was 1,83 per 100,000 in
2015 and the highest rate of fatal accidents was in Romania with 5,56 per 100,000
occupational related fatalities in 2015.

Figure 1 - Eurostat statistics showing the level of fatal accidents at work in 2014 and
2015.
Source: Eurostat (online data code: hsw_n2_02)
Fatal accidents are defined, by Eurostat, as accidents at work which lead to the
death of a victim within one year of the accident. A work related non-fatal accident is
where a victim survives, and the result is one or more days of absence from work, a
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serious non-fatal accident at work is an accident resulting in three or more days of
absence from work.

Figure 2 - Eurostat statistics showing the level of non-fatal and fatal accidents in
2015.
Source: Eurostat (online data code: hsw_n2_01 and hsw_n2_01)
Across the countries measured, the average rate of incidents was 1,513 per 100,000
employees. France had a rate of 3,160 per 100,000 employees and is recorded as
having the highest incident rate while both Bulgaria and Romania report less than
100 incidents per 100,000 employees. Based on Eurostat’s own interpretation of the
data presented, the phenomena of low non-fatal rates can reflect a level of underreporting based on the Eurostat stated assumption that many incidents go
unreported.
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Figure 3 - Eurostat statistics showing fatal and non-fatal accidents by industry sector
in 2015.
Source: Eurostat (online data code: hsw_n2_01 and hsw_n2_01)
The number of accidents at work varies depending on the activity in question.
Construction, manufacturing, transportation and storage, and the agriculture, forestry
and fishing sectors together make up over 67% of all fatal accidents and represent
also over 44% of non-fatal accidents. The construction industry represents 21% of
fatal accidents followed by manufacturing in second place, having 17%. Service
industries recorded relatively low levels of fatal accidents.
Based on data from 2015, the average fatality rate (fatal accidents at work) in
Sweden is 0,73 per 100,000 employed. The dispersion across Scandinavia, per
country is Denmark 1.02, Sweden 0.73, Norway 1.3 and Finland 1.1.
Based on data sourced from the Swedish Work Environment Authority there is an
increasing number of fatalities within industry in the years between 2015 and 2018.
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Type of accident
Loss of control of vehicle, machine, tool
Rupture, blasting, fall of objects
Person falling
Threats, violence, attacks (person or animal)
Electrical problem, fire, explosion
Leakage, outflows
Colliding with objects, misdirected movement
No indication
Total

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

20
2
5
2
2
2

22
4
6
3

27
7
6
3
1

19
15
9
2
2
1
1
1
50

88
28
26
10
5
4
2
2
165

1
34

1
1
37

44

Figure 4 - Swedish Work Environment statistics regarding fatalities per work
description between 2015-2018
Source: https://www.av.se/arbetsmiljoarbete-och-inspektioner/arbetsmiljostatistikofficiell-arbetsskadestatstik/
Based on the above data from the Swedish Work Environment Authority, the thesis
will focus on the cultural aspects of safety that exist within heavy industry and
attempt to create a framework based on these aspects.
In Sweden, there is a national network, SÄKU, that offers competence development
and opportunities for exchange of experience for persons active in the safety, risk
and working environment. This network supports in hosting events and seminars and
will help to spread the framework resulting from this thesis (www.säku.se)
The OHSAS ISO18001 standard for Occupational Health and Safety Management
delivers a framework to identify, control and reduce the risks associated with health
and safety in the workplace. Many companies in Sweden are currently working
towards this ISO 18001 standard, although no accurate figures are available
according to SÄKU.
Problem Statement
Despite having a high level of focus on safety culture within industry, there has been
an increasing number of industry-related fatalities in Sweden in the years between
2015 and 2018. Several studies highlight the important role of safety culture in
determining the frequency of accidents in the workplace. Nevertheless, this is not a
clear concept, there is no unanimously accepted definition, and there is scant
agreement on its indicators (Fernández-Muñiz, Montes-Peón, & Vázquez-Ordás,
2007), and despite all that has been written about safety culture, there is no
agreement about just what this concept means according to Hopkins (Hopkins 2006).
ISO18001 highlights the benefits and opportunities that can be gained from the
certification, reduction of potential of accidents, greater staff engagement, ensuring
compliance and identifying and controlling health risks to name highlights. What
ISO18001 doesn’t do, however, is address the underlying cultural aspects that are
needed to be in place to facilitate safety improvement. As with any certification
process, the results on the day of certification, as audited by a certified auditor are
5

what really count together with a suite of suitable key performance indicators. Henry
Ford once said that ‘culture is all about what happens when no-one is looking’.
Therefore, it is imperative to tease out the cultural aspects that facilitate safety
improvement for them to become the stated (as opposed to unstated) ‘way of doing
things around here’ – for all involved parties.
Therefore, the problem to be addressed is ‘how to reduce fatalities in industry in
Sweden?’
Aim, Objectives and Research Question
Aim
To develop a framework of cultural aspects that facilitate safe working within heavy
industry in Sweden
Objectives
The aim will be achieved through:
• data analysed primarily from interviews across industrial companies in
Sweden
• secondary data will be collected through literature review and safety
publications in Sweden/Scandinavia and the SÄKU survey
• input from leading safety experts and professional networks within heavy
industry
This will deliver a framework for measurable improvement, to be validated by experts
Research Question
What are the cultural aspects that facilitate safety within heavy industry in Sweden?
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Literature Review
Legislation:
In the past 50-60 years, legislation regarding health and safety has grown
continuously with employers taking the main responsible for employee’s safety
(Jørgensen K. , 2016). Safety campaigns by authorities, insurance companies,
schools, universities and companies are prioritized activities but even still the costs
for occupational accidents in EU in 2004 (Eurostat) was 55€ billion, (Jørgensen K. ,
2016).
At least 65 directives were put in place for protecting the health of workers in a 1989
EU OHS directive (89/31/EEC), such regulations ensured that the responsibility of
creating and maintaining a safe work environment fell to employers and managers
(Verra, Benzerga, Jiao, & Ruggeri, 2019).The EU stipulated policy to promote
workplace health in the Strategic Framework for Health 2014-2020. Workplace
Health Promotion (WHP) is defined as the ‘combined efforts of employers,
employees and society to improve the health and well-being of people at work’. WHP
examples are healthy activity, eating at work and indirect examples include flexible
working hours and stress reduction strategies (Verra, Benzerga, Jiao, & Ruggeri,
2019).
Although all EU member states have extensive policies and regulations in place there
are varying levels of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Level 1 members abide by the
law but exclude companies with under 50 employees, level 2 members include all
small to medium size companies, in contrast to level 1. Level 3 members have also
added psychosocial aspects in their policies, paying attention to mental health, stress
prevention, violence, harassment etc. (see appendix B for overview of countries in
each level). Germany is the only EU member state that has adopted a national
regulation for WHP, also there is a legal obligation for insurance companies to
promote health in the workplace (Verra, Benzerga, Jiao, & Ruggeri, 2019).
There are also differences between sectors in the application of policies regarding
WHP. Prevention activities within financial and scientific sectors, in general, have
more focus on psychosocial prevention and health promotion activities than in the
manufacturing sectors. In manufacturing, however, taking preventive action is more
likely than in the financial or scientific sectors. The application of WHP in
manufacturing is both important and expected due to the risk of physical health in the
sector.
A workplace can only be considered safe when it offers both health protection and
health promotion (Verra, Benzerga, Jiao, & Ruggeri, 2019).
Accidents
Major accidents are defined as events resulting in very severe consequences, while
the most frequent accidents are simple occupational ones, which have killed or
permanently injured more people than all major accidents combined, (Jørgensen K. ,
2016).
A significant difference between major and simple accidents is where the assumed
blame lies. For major accidents, blame is mainly attributed to the level of the
organization behind the process, (Kletz, 2002). In the case of simple accidents, there
7

is common agreement that 90% are caused by human error or poor behaviour,
(Heinrich, 1959). In opposition to this, it has been concluded that due to human
intervention many accidents have also been avoided, (Sundström-Frisk, 1985).
Many studies (Lin & Petersen, 2008) have shown that risks that are underestimated
are normally non-fatal ones.
According to Jorgensen, (Jørgensen K. , 2016) simple accidents are seldom
analysed for root causes, since the sequence of events leading to accidents are
difficult to observe or recreate. Managements delivery of processes to prevent
accidents varies with company size. In many cases, links between simple accidents
and their causes have not been clearly communicated through company ranks
leading to lack of prevention activities, (Jørgensen K. , 2016). The linking of the
causal chain and effective prevention needs to be strengthened, and although many
accident causation models do exist, there are no universally accepted models (Grant,
Salmon, Stevens, Goode, & Read, 2018). One ‘ideal’ model, however, is the HRO
(High Reliability Organizations) model, (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). Weick and his
colleague, Kathleen Sutcliffe, outlined 5 processes to handle the unexpected within
an HRO, these are:
•
•
•
•
•

Preoccupation with failure rather than success
Reluctance to simplify interpretations
Sensitivity to operations
Commitment to resilience
Deference to expertise

They called this a “mindful organization”
Although no true objective measure is possible against this model it does serve as an
ideal, it has also been conceded that no real-world organization could live up to it
fully (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001). They also state that strong organizations mobilize in
special ways when errors, accidents or crisis occurs, to handle them effectively.
Operating resiliently in terms of learning from errors and fast implementation of
learnings to dampen effects over time, (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2001).
Accident causation models
Accident causation has two distinct meanings (Hopkins, 2012), sufficient and
necessary. Sufficient cause is a single factor or set of factors that alone are sufficient
to cause an incident/accident, although it may prove impossible to identify all the
possible causes. Necessary causes are those that, if absent, would remove the
conditions for the incident/accident to happen. When accident investigators
investigate the barriers that prevent accidents, the necessary cause barriers must all
fail for the accident to occur. This is known as the Swiss cheese model of causation –
when all the holes align, each barrier fails – the accident occurs. Hopkins goes on to
describe two incident types, one where operators can (and do) override safety
precautions for which recommends companies to increase efforts to hinder such
activities. He also identified management having incentives to reduce costs but no
incentives to reduce risks or hazards, here Hopkins recommends significant change
to these incentive policies to focus on hazards and prevention of accidents.
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All accident models have three elements in common, the description of the events,
the events leading up to the accident and the consequences (damage or injury)
according to Jorgensen, (Jørgensen K. , 2016).
Leveson, (Leveson, 2011) states that safety is the result of interactions of a complete
system composed of technical, human and physical components, the system is kept
in balance using feedback loops of control and information. When loss of balance or
control happens (for example technical, managerial etc), accidents are more likely. In
2004 Leveson created the Systems Theoretic Accident Modelling and Processes
(STAMP) model, which helps to identify control and feedback loops. STAMP is used
to enforce safe operations while at the same time help identify when control
mechanisms fail to help prevent future accidents. When constraints are not well
enforced, the system fails, again leading to the increased likelihood of accidents.
Accident investigation practice has three typical measurements: 1) uncovering
potential human error, 2) how soon accidents investigation occurs, 3) utilization of
team approach. (Yorio & Wachter, 2014).
Accident causation models address, in general, the following issues (Andersson,
1991) (Bird & Germain, 1985) (Feyer & Williamson, 1994) (Groeneweg, 1996) (Hale,
Wilpert , & Freitag, 1997) (Koornneef & Hale, 1995) (Raouf, 1994) (Rasmussen &
Svedung, 2000) (Jørgensen K. , 2002) (Zohar, 2010) (Reason J. , 1997)
• The injury and victim – consequences - in the past 15 years research has shown
the cost for occupational injuries are relatively high and a win-win solution would
be to raise the safety level.
• The deviation – critical event, most are well known and can be avoided by use
of personal protective equipment (PPE). Most hazards seldom injure people as
they are taken care by behaviours. It is often the combination of singular events
that lead to accidents, and the consequences for such combinations are difficult
to be aware of.
• Causes such as work situation, victim’s behaviour, safety barriers - relate to
what initiated the critical event at a particular moment, these are likely to be
related to unsafe conditions, acts or behaviours.
2 further issues were added in 2000 (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000)
• Commitment and strategic prioritization by management
• Legislation, competition and market relations – external conditions.
Unsafe acts have been classified into different human failure types, (Reason, 1990),
these include intended unsafe acts motivated by pressure for work completion and
reduced inconvenience.
Accident investigation
Contributing factors have often been conveniently aggregated for investigators to
conclude inadequate safety practice and culture within a company, (Strauch, 2015).
Organizations have a range of both cultures and sub-cultures which can have
significant impact on safety, modifying these cultures through insight can lead to
safety having a higher priority, Hopkins, (Hopkins, 2006). Within academia the term
‘safety culture’ has become a catch-all concept according to Reiman and Oedewald
(Reiman & Oedewald, 2007),referring to how human factors and psychological
concepts can be hidden under the umbrella of safety culture. The measurement of
safety as a performance indicator has proven difficult. The debatable content
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concerns severity, frequency, handing of incidents among other parameters, (Stoop
& Dekker, 2012). Grote (Grote, 2012) submits the argument that a common
denominator of a safety culture includes everything from management of change to
continuous improvement, from risk identification to safety training. In 2011 the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission also identified key characteristics of ‘positive safety
culture’ to include leadership safety values and actions, accountability and
continuous learning among others. Zohar (Zohar, 2010) established a clear inverse
relationship between safety climate and outcomes, stating that the lower incidents of
injuries were associated to higher scores in safety climate, although this has been
proven to be limited regarding data.
Walker (Walker, 2010) spent two years discovering a bottom-up view as he engaged
as a part-time employee in a grain company. He discovered that countercultures
existed where there was an outright disregard for both the inconsistent rules as well
as the safety specialist in the company. The NTSB investigation (NTSB, 2013) into a
marine accident highlighted the view that a company may assess itself as having a
good level of safety culture until a significant incident occurs. During the incident
investigation it became apparent that the company had become complacent
regarding the vessels operating safety. The paradox here being that the lack of
incidents due to a strong safety culture can lead to uncertainty when actual safety
issues arise, there is therefore little assurance that a ‘good’ level of safety culture can
predict fewer accidents (Strauch, 2015).
Dekker (Dekker S. , 2015) established four key purposes within accident
investigation, establishing what happened, how to avoid recurrence, tracing the
errors that led to the accident and finding explanation for the consequences of the
accident. Reason (Reason J. , 1997) described many accidents as being
organizational, meaning that those overseeing operations allowed unsafe
behaviours, conditions and activities to continue to a point of failure, his model of
organizational failure has been adapted into accident investigation methodology.
Furthermore, Dekker, (Dekker S. , 2011) explains that accident investigations look
mainly towards the ‘bad apple’ or ‘broken component’ avenues rather than looking for
systematic and/or multiple root causes.
The investigators of the 2005 BP refinery explosion in Texas (Chemical Safety and
Hazard Investigation Board, 2007) identified a four-step process to identify
organizational factors in investigations. These are:
• Establish factors that are: a) identifiable and b) assessable
• Determine if these are organizational factors:
1)
2)
3)

Unintended deviations from expectations
Multiple individuals acting in organizational roles
Created by organizational conditions

•

Relate these factors to the cause of the accident:

1)
2)

Would the errors occur if the company responded differently?
Would the accidents occur in the absence of these errors?

•

Determine whether the organization is responsible:

1)
2)
3)

Acting/deciding contrary to available information
Acting/deciding contrary to self-evident information
Failing to act/decide when warranted
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Organizational culture
To establish a definition of safety culture, first organizational culture must be defined.
Schein’s definition of culture can be summarized as: being a pattern of shared
unspoken assumptions, learned by a group as it solved and overcame problems of
external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be
considered valid and therefore to be taught to new employees to solve those in a
similar way, (Schein, 2009)

Artefacts

Espoused Values

Underlying assumptions

Visible organizational structures and processes (hard to
decipher)

Strategies, goals, philosophies (espoused justications)

Unconscious, taken for granted beliefs, perceptions,
thoughts, feelings..(ultimate source of values and actions)

Figure 5 - Schein’s - Three levels of culture
Ed Schein’s three levels of culture begin with artefacts, what is seen, heard and felt
in organizational surroundings, here culture is very clear and has immediate impact
both physically and emotionally. When comparing companies by just looking at
artefacts, it can be misleading, therefore another level of cultural exploration is
necessary. Digging into the espoused or adopted values helps to give further insight
and understanding, while at the same time can lead to uncovering some
inconsistencies that need an even deeper level of examination. At the deepest level
of culture, we find shared tacit assumptions, the unspoken, undeclared, yet totally
understood assumptions built from years of joint learning, personal chemistry’s and
taking things for granted.
Hofstede’s research created six dimensions by which cultures could be compared,
these are Power Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism/Collectivism,
Masculinity/ Femininity, Long-term/Short-term Orientation, and Indulgence/Restraint.
(Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). The cultural aspects and tendencies of a
nation can be understood through the scores for each dimension. It also allows us to
compare and contrast different cultures.
Power Distance is defined as the extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is
distributed unequally. Sweden scores low on this dimension (score of 31). Asian and
Eastern European countries have high power distance values while Scandinavian
and German speaking countries scored low.
Sweden, with a score of 71 is also an Individualist society, meaning there is a high
preference for a loosely-knit social framework in which individuals are expected to
take care of themselves. Wealthy countries in general score high on individualism,
(everyone is expected to look after his/herself), and some of the values of
individualism are: tolerance of others, trustworthiness, solidarity and can be easily
correlated with safety needs.
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With a score of 5 on the scale of Femininity, Sweden ranks as the most feminine of
the counties that Hofstede studied, managers here strive for consensus and
solidarity, people value equality, and quality in their working lives. There is also a
high stress on well-being and regarding nurturing and tender values there is no
gender difference. Conflicts are solved by compromise and negotiation. In industry,
feminist countries consider their teams/group results and challenges compared to
masculine countries where the persons own challenges are predominant over the
team/group.
Regarding the uncertainty avoidance dimension, Sweden scores 29 and thus has a
very low preference for it, people believe there should be no more rules than
necessary, people work hard but only do what is needed and work schedules are
flexible. The expression of ideas is subject to the need for agreement between
people, the decision process must be legitimate, often leading to decisions being
delegated to the wrong organization levels. This can be risky regarding safety –
where the delegation of tasks falls to the wrong individual. In cases of weak
uncertainty, employees feel discomfort with rigid rules, especially if said rules are
never followed. In the dimension of Long-term/Short-term Orientation Sweden shows
no preference, while a high score of 78 in the Indulgence/Restraint dimension
indicates that Swedish culture is one of Indulgence, which is defined as the extent to
which people try to control their desires and impulses, (Hofstede, Hofstede, &
Minkov, 2010).
Safety Culture
The first time that ‘safety culture’ was used in a report was in 1991. It was used to
describe the events leading up and surrounding the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in
1986, the report was published by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA,
1991). Safety culture as defining in the specific IAEA document:
“Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes in organizations and
individuals which established that, as an overriding priority, nuclear power plant
safety issues receive the attention warranted by their significance”.
In the years after the IAEA report of 1991, analysis of further disasters confirmed the
significance of safety culture across industries and the research conducted identified
a strong relationship between the number of accidents and the levels of safety
culture (Warszawska & Kraslawski, 2016). Results clearly showed that a high level of
safety culture led to a decrease in the number of accidents (Milczarek, 2000).
Research also tried to quantify the level of safety culture in companies (Yule, 2003)
(Cooper M. , 2008). The level of safety at work, in the past, had been determined by
a few quantitative components, examples being: the number of days of employee
absenteeism, financial losses incurred because of accidents, total days of factory
downtime etc (Janicak, 2003). Significant social, organizational and financial loss is
incurred when incidents and system failure are caused by human actions and errors
(Leigh, Markowitz, Fahs, & Landrigan, 2000) (Petersen, 1996) (Reason J. , 1990).
In their research from 2015, Warszawska and Kraslawski conducted a case study at
the Department of Chemical Technology, Lappeenranta University of Technology in
Finland. Six key aspects of safety culture were identified in the study. These were
awareness; knowledge and skills; management commitment; monitoring & control &
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supervision; continuous improvement and flow of the information. 17 respondents
gave the following weightings to these six keys aspects:
ASPECT

WEIGHTING

Knowledge and skill
Awareness
Flow of information
Management commitment
Monitoring & control & commitment
Continuous improvement

0,09
0,20
0,03
0,09
0,14
0,45

Figure 6 - The weights of importance of key aspects of safety culture as studied by
Warszawska & Kraslawski, (Warszawska & Kraslawski, 2016).
Based on these results, the only documented significant changes were made to
information flow in the laboratory, tests were used to verify understanding, and the
use of PPE was further enforced, (Warszawska & Kraslawski, 2016). Surprisingly,
Awareness and Continuous improvement were not aggressively addressed, or even
commented on in their study, (Warszawska & Kraslawski, 2016).
Safety culture is strong where beliefs and activities related to safety are positive and
shared, (Tear, Reader, Shorrock, & Kirwan, 2018). The opposite is also true, where
there are divided opinions and viewpoints regarding safety there is increased risk for
accidents. Perceptions of safety culture are shaped by position in the company
hierarchy, the ability to challenge authority, leading to a varying degree of proactivity
and reactivity in the workplace (Tear, Reader, Shorrock, & Kirwan, 2018).
In employee surveys there are several dimensions associated with safety-related
practices and values, they reflect how employees perceive and evaluate the
organization. They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management commitment
Safety collaboration in groups
Colleague commitment
Incident reporting
Communication
Safety support

When manager and employee differ in perceptions and values, the culture becomes
weak, this can be connected to the knowledge level assumed at different levels in the
organization. Frontline operators, if having few opportunities to communicate in the
organization, may feel less engaged and can therefore report fewer incidents as the
assumption is that incident/accident information is not utilised regardless (Tear,
Reader, Shorrock, & Kirwan, 2018).
In 1994 Geller created a model having three factors: person, behaviour and
environment. It comprised of ten principles needed to deliver a ‘total safety culture’,
(Geller, 1994). They include: safety as a priority, empowerment and belonging,
importance of self-esteem, employee driven safety rules and procedures, behaviourbased approach, focus on safety as a process and not an outcome, focus on
achieving success and not on avoiding failure, effective feedback, observation and
feedback on work practices and procedures.
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In 2000 Cooper presented a model describing the relationship between
psychological, situational and behavioural factors within a safety culture, (Cooper M.
D., 2000). He also outlines how perceptions and attitudes to safety can be assessed
through questionnaires, checklists and audits to quantify safety culture. According to
Davies and Powell, (Davies & Powell, 1992), people cannot be overly controlled and
that they and the environs in which they work influence each other in an endless
interplay.
To improve safety behaviour through reducing stress, companies need to understand
the psychological factors within the facility. They also need to understand how safety
performance can facilitate the advancement of learning, redesigning of work
processes and training, (Davies & Powell, 1992).
Research shows that it is problematic to measure safety performance, though two
indicators can be described, (Choudhry, Fang, & Mohamed, 2007). Lagging, reactive
and downstream indicators reveal what has happened, so they are after the event,
this is the more traditional method of measuring (Choudhry, Fang, & Mohamed,
2007). Leading, proactive and upstream indicators include measurements of safety
climate (Flin, Mearns, O’Connor, & Bryden, 2000) (Mohamed, 2002) and culture
(Cooper M. D., 2000) with focus on system success instead of failure, hazard
identification and behaviours (Strickoff, 2000) (Cooper & Phillips, 2004) fall into this
category also.
Consensus exists that establishing and measuring safety culture should be done
using multi-instrument adaptations, (Cooper & Phillips, 2004).
Kennedy and Kirwan (Kennedy & Kirwan, 1998) created the Safety Culture Hazard
and Operability (SCHAZOP) approach which focuses on the management of safety
practice, which despite drawbacks such as being quite resource intensive, it
addresses day to day activities, concrete roles and safety management. By
highlighting examples of good/best practice and having the confidence to challenge
unsafe practice, employees become more effective in behavioural safety, (Cox,
Jones, & Rycraft, 2004). The Behavioural Safety Process (BSP) is used as an
effective motivational tool assisting in attitude and individual behaviour changes.
Kennedy and Kirwan (Kennedy & Kirwan, 1998) affirm that formalized and
documented systems make up safety management systems but they do not
necessarily mean that they are followed. This is where safety culture comes into play
as it is the safety culture which will drive adherence to policy, structure and
deployment, (Kennedy & Kirwan, 1998).
Safety culture within a company is an issue that concerns all employees (Choudhry,
Fang, & Mohamed, 2007). Cooper and Phillips (Cooper & Phillips, 2004) state that to
improve safety performance, there needs to be a favourable safety culture in place.
Elements of safety culture as explored by Hale (Hale A. , 2000) include: involvement
of workers at all levels, clarity of roles of safety staff, the trust of team members to
take and look out for each other as incidents are inevitable.
An overview given by Vecchio-Sudus and Griffiths (Vecchio-Sudus & Griffiths, 2004)
highlighted six areas to promote safety culture. These are:
1) Training and seminars – activities that address hygiene, workplace stress,
personal fitness.
2) Special campaigns – health and safety week as an example, emergency
response exercises, walk-though of existing and updated safety management
systems.
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3) Management commitment – allocating time, resources, inspections, taking
part in investigations and delivering of safety promises.
4) Employee involvement – commitment, ownership and participation are key
elements of involvement as well as trusting and caring for team members.
5) Changing behaviours and attitudes – a key issue is to avoid taking shortcuts
that are often led by monetary incentives, leading to less focus in the use of
equipment (often judged as cumbersome) and a heightened risk for incidents
or accidents. Workers need to be able to work both efficiently and safely.
6) Promotional strategies – examples being media, intranet, mission statements,
slogans, newsletter being sent home to employees.
All these can reinforce the company safety culture, and once awareness grows
employees become more attentive to their individual responsibilities, giving more
credibility to the effectiveness of the complete safety management system
(Choudhry, Fang, & Mohamed, 2007). Employees feel responsible for their own and
their peer’s safety when there is a positive safety culture within the company, utilizing
both formal and informal systems and a level of communication that recognizes,
encourages and rewards safe behaviours (Choudhry, Fang, & Mohamed, 2007).
In a study of a steel company, Prussia et al, (Prussia, Brown, & Willis, 2003) could
conclude that in departments where safety climate was considered high, both
managers and employees shared a common view regarding safety responsibilities
and duties, while in areas where climate was rated as low there was an opposite
effect – neither took responsibility. Neal et al (Neal & Griffin, 2006) differentiated
between two specific types of safety behaviours – participation and compliance.
Participation being the type of behaviour that further the development of safety with a
company while compliance being the usage of correct equipment and adhering to
rules and regulations. Pousette et al (Pousette, Larsson, & Törner, 2008) while
evaluating behaviour-based programs discovered that they rely heavily on modifying
hazardous behaviour and working with positive feedback to improve behaviours and
therefore outcomes. Focusing on developing the safety climate through management
behaviours seems more effective than reactive behaviour-based safety according to
(Törner, 2008)
Leadership regarding safety
Leadership training providing general leadership skills shows greater improvement in
safety than trainings just focusing on safety according to Thiele, (Thiele Schwarz,
Tafvelin, & Hasson, 2016). Safety is one of the objectives of a company leader and
as such one of multiple objectives that the leader must balance and align, thereby
securing a long-term view of safety. Safety is also often regarded as a value within
the company and therefore can carry more weight/relative importance compared to
other initiatives. Managers also need to be trained to handle numerous issues, safety
transcends these and applies across them all, leading to safety being mentioned in
all relevant problem-solving interactions and therefore is ‘available’ to be spoken of
by leaders in regard to a broad range of topics, (Thiele Schwarz, Tafvelin, & Hasson,
2016). Leadership training must address and help balance competing objectives
such as safety and productivity, as this is a central outcome expected of leaders.
Effective leadership training should allow leaders to be able to manage multiple
objectives while at the same time take some special consideration of actions on
specific topics (eg safety) while not affecting the overall results in any negative way.
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Studies show that safety can be improved without decreasing productivity, (Thiele
Schwarz, Tafvelin, & Hasson, 2016).
A risk exists that introducing safety scientists and external professionals may disrupt
significantly local system specific knowledge and therefore mutual learning can be
compromised. Local and experience-based knowledge can be crucial in advancing
safety system awareness and effectiveness (Almklov, Rosness, & Størkersen, 2014).
In recent decades, companies, institutions and societies have evolved towards
formalized auditing methods, and standardization is fundamental in an auditing
society (Power, 2007). Local practitioners experience a level of disempowerment
when encountering standardized safety management systems, leading to significant
risk for company-wide acceptance from external bodies, even if the external
knowledge and experience can be beneficial. To be both relevant and effective the
system must be secured and significant for local use and practice. (Almklov,
Rosness, & Størkersen, 2014).
External safety scientists can, and do, provide broad generalizations within their field,
based on experience and research. One such example explores how different risk
control strategies are required for different areas; frequent and small-scale accidents
up to large scale accidents. There can be significant value in making system specific
and local knowledge more accepting through providing understanding of the need for
differentiation of safety approaches (Rasmussen J. , 1997). Argyris and Schön
suggest that practitioners and researchers join forces to uncover hidden opportunities
built into everyday organizational practice, although this may tend to be very local, it
can deliver significant insight to reduce disruption, risks and hazards, (Argyris &
Schön, 1996).
‘Special management practices exist to increase the likelihood that employees will
make safe choices and decisions’ - although a study by Smallman (Smallman, 2001)
gave ‘indeterminate’ results. That study concluded that, despite the lack of empirical
studies across multiple organizations to support the above claim, singular industries
or sectors show this to be true. Makin & Winder (Makin & Winder, 2008) identified
fourteen practices that support employees in safety knowledge and behaviours, they
consist of programs, policies and processes with formal oversight and evaluation for
effectiveness. Among the practices identified were: pre and post task reviews, safe
work guidance and instruction, and finally facilitating cooperation.
These practices were consistently observed as important across multiple industries.
A study carried out by Yorio and Wachter (Yorio & Wachter, 2014) showed that in
large organizations, even though structure may be more apparent, the physical
distance and levels of management can make coordination and communication more
difficult. In smaller organizations there can be a less formal structure since close
cooperation is a natural spin-off effect of working closer together. Smaller
organizations also have less resources to spend on large program and policy
evaluations, although further research would be needed to prove if smaller
organizations handle safety more effectively (Yorio & Wachter, 2014).
The company financial situation, productivity, customer demands are all examples of
situations that top management must manage together with safety, according to
Rasmussen and Svedung, (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000). Safety only becomes a
priority when connected to company survival or if needed to create an image of itself.
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Most accidents occur in SMEs, since very few are found to have implemented good
safety management systems (Robson, Clarke, & Cullen, 2007). In many SMEs the
quality of the end-product weighs far heavier on the minds of
employees/management than the safety of the process to produce the products, as
safety is both expensive and time consuming, (Antonsson & Smidt, 2003). Safety in
SMEs is based on individual behaviours resulting in the term, ‘you are your own
safety officer’, leading to only experienced employees having the forward thinking for
the prevention of simple hazards (Jørgensen K. , 2016).With managements drive for
increasing effectiveness and employees drive for easier workloads there is an
overhanging risk for drifting towards danger (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000).
Geller (Geller, 1994) concludes that equal attention should be paid to financial
success and safety, while Hopkins (Hopkins, 2005) states that both safety and
productivity cultures would benefit if management focused equally on both.
In his book Normal Accidents, Charles Perrow (Perrow, 1999) proposes that ‘a fair
degree of negligence and incompetence can be expected in human affairs and under
production pressures, forced errors can be expected’. Turner (Turner, 1994) states
that sloppy management can be an explanatory factor in the occurrence of accidents.
From an analysis of the Gulf of Mexico blowout, Hopkins (Hopkins, 2012) highlights
two recommendations, 1) that bonus concepts for senior management should include
specific safety clauses and 2) that companies need better reporting lines between
safety engineers and management. Hopkins (Hopkins, 2012) also states that the best
way to prevent recurrence is to identify background factors, which, when changed
would prevent the recurrence, rather than focus on lists of discrete sets of causes.
Sustainable change cannot be achieved when a company is in reactionary mode,
since the burning platforms will focus on the latest incidents (Pettinger, 2018).
Organizations need to be better prepared for change when going from reactionary
mode to becoming proactive. Management support and employee engagement are
necessary to support and drive through significant change. Once on a successful
path, momentum is gained and employees gain confidence in the new proactive
ways of working, taking better care and looking out for each other, (Pettinger, 2018)
Sustaining this new-found momentum then becomes a challenge, this is achieved by
utilizing a cross-section of employees, all willing to get involved and work with policy
deployment. The leadership team must go beyond simply supporting initiatives, they
must take part, engage, encourage and above all show their commitment through
daily activities and behaviours, (Pettinger, 2018).
The Institute for an Industrial Safety Culture (ICSI) is a non-profit association created
in 2003. It is the result of a joint initiative from industry, local and regional authorities,
researchers and universities who together aim to raise safety awareness, improve
safety in business and promote open debate on safety issues. ICSI suggest 7 ways
to develop one’s safety leadership:
• Create the safety vision in order to have employees understand the rationale
behind the safety policies,
• Encourage employees to share the vision so they get support and get
involved,
• Give safety its rightful place in the decision-making process
• Be credible, by aligning action, execution with words
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•

Encourage team spirit and cross-functional cooperation, create a culture of
shared vigilance,
• Be present in the field, go to GEMBA, align management requirements with
reality across the workplace
• Give recognition for best practices and consider fair sanctions, to create a just
culture and a climate of trust. (ICSI)
https://www.icsi-eu.org/documents/208/icsi_essentials_01_safety_culture_an.pdf
Noteworthy studies
When workers operate in a safe and low risk environment it is assumed that there will
be a beneficial financial performance, (Kelloway & Day, 2005) (Rose, Orrenius, &
Neumann,, 2013) (Salminen, 1998), although in a study carried out by Nordlöf,
(Nordlöf, Wiitavaara, Högberg , & Westerling, 2017) only 21% of companies had
specific budgeted items for health and safety. Having a low creditworthiness risk and
a positive safety culture prove to be protective factors in health and safety practices,
(Nordlöf, Wiitavaara, Högberg , & Westerling, 2017). It has been shown that
companies with more than 100 employees are nearly twice as likely to have
implemented some form of health promotional programs (Wilson, DeJoy, Jorgensen,
& Crump, 1999) leading to better and safer work environment and attitude to health.
The connection to company size refers to the availability of resources to work with
routines, training and other specific topics such as health and safety, (Nordlöf,
Wiitavaara, Högberg , & Westerling, 2017).
A study carried out on oil rigs revealed how macho culture, ignoring of safety rules
and lack of use of protective equipment actually hindered the career of many workers
(Ely, 2008).The workers who progressed were those who cared for team members,
peers, management and were willing to adhere to all levels of safety required.
Studies conclude across several industries prove significant costs are associated to
macho culture. People should be orientated to the real job requirements, encouraged
and incentivized to follow safety systems and allow employees to be safe while
performing at their best, (Ely, 2008).
A 2001 EU commission report found that 2,4-4% of EU GNP was related to the direct
and indirect costs associated to occupation-related health risks and accidents. The
estimated costs in USA are equally large, estimated at 3%, (Buhai, Cottini, &
Westergaard-Nielsen, 2017)
Through the study carried out by Buhai et al., (Buhai, Cottini, & Westergaard-Nielsen,
2017) in Denmark it was found that much of the cost of occupational accidents and
diseases are financed through publicly funded care systems, and workplace
conditions are in high focus there. The Danish Ministry of Labour has long been
focusing on both the physical work environment as well as the psycho-social
conditions in the workplace. The results of the study show that there is a robust
positive connection between solving workplace/work environmental issues and
productivity. Through increased motivation and improved ability to accomplish tasks
the interpretation of the study results suggests that working through the issues led to
the improved productivity, (Buhai, Cottini, & Westergaard-Nielsen, 2017).
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In 2005 the Swedish social insurance costs for inability to work amounted to 118
billion SEK (approximately 12 billion €), with the costs of work disruption due to short
term illness being twice as high, (Larsson, Landstad, & Vinberg, 2009).
The following comparison study over three years was carried out between Sweden
and Spain, with 14 companies (7 from each country) across industries being
reviewed. Sweden legislated their national health directives already prior to 1989,
while in 1996 Spain had to go to great lengths to follow legislation and even then,
they were unable to manage across all levels, (Morillas, Rubio-Romero, & Fuertes,
2013).

Figure 7 – Standardised incident rate of accidents at work in Spain and Sweden (per
100,000).

Figure 8 – Standardised fatality of accidents at work in Spain and Sweden (per
100,000).
The tables above show significant differences in both the fatality and incident rates,
with Spain showing good progress in the reduction of incidents and fatalities over the
period in the study. It can also be noted that Sweden in both cases is well below
Spain as well as being below the EU-15 averages, (Morillas, Rubio-Romero, &
Fuertes, 2013).
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In the case of fatalities, the Spanish age profile of the employees showed them to be
25-34 years old, while in Sweden they were 45-54 years old and, in both countries,
the main sector for fatalities was in construction industries. In both countries the lost
time incidents profiles were similar with employees in the age group 18-24 typically
and in most cases within the industrial sector, (Morillas, Rubio-Romero, & Fuertes,
2013).
In the Swedish companies’ activities were assessed for risk by safety officers while
the Spanish companies had 74% risk assessment carried out by external parties. In
Sweden there was 1 safety officer for each 18 workers while in Spain this number
was 115, (Morillas, Rubio-Romero, & Fuertes, 2013).
Financially the Swedish companies monitored prevention costs twice as much as
Spain and in Sweden 43% of companies monitored costs generated by accidents
while this was not at all monitored in Spain. It was also noted that the Swedish
Labour Inspectorate provide support and advice and are not limited to monitoring,
neither was identified in the Spanish Labour Inspectorate. It has been interpreted that
this advice and support raises awareness regarding compliance towards the EU
directives, (Morillas, Rubio-Romero, & Fuertes, 2013).
Methodology
An inductive approach (finding new theories from existing data) has been chosen to
carry out this research. The information to be gathered necessitates in-depth
interviews to be carried out with a completely open mind to what may be found
through the interviews, this also reduces the risk of interviewer bias. The aim is to
observe patterns then generate a hypothesis to be tested in the focus group sessions
where the new theory/framework will be created. The method is opposed to
deductive research, starting with a theory and a hypothesis then setting out to prove
its validity. Deductive research limits the creativity in this case.
The background to the research, based on quantitative data, has been used to
outline the current situation in Sweden with data and statistical input from the
Swedish Work Environment Authority. The planned interviews will give qualitative
input, people’s opinions, motivations and understanding, therefore the research will
be mixed method research.
The primary data collection methodology chosen is for the research was to carry out
in-depth interviews with several companies (within the heavy industry sector in
Sweden), with each company having at least two representatives being interviewed.
The representatives all are involved in carrying out Lost Time Incident investigations,
and have varied positions within the respective companies, some work within safety
organizations and teams while others belong to operational HR. Each interviewee
had at least 10 years of experience within industry.
Secondary data was collected based on the questions created by Warszawska and
Kraslakski, (Warszawska & Kraslawski, 2016) and adapted by the Swedish
Säkerhetskulturnätverkets secretariat in Stockholm, (www.säku.se). In total 74
questions were asked (see appendix C) to companies including the companies
chosen for further deeper interviews.
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The interviews were carried out by telephone. The interviews were very open with
two direct questions leaving the interviewee open to choose an answering level. The
interviewer was also then open to follow up the answers with exploratory questions to
gain insight into the aspects to be drawn out and for conclusions to be made.
A focus group (made up from the interviewed companies) took place within 3 months
from the interviews, to show variations, results and to compare approaches to safety.
The purpose of the focus group was to contribute to the development of the
framework that facilitates safety across heavy industry.
The focus group was first given the overview of the process of data collection and the
expected progression towards the framework. They were then given the input from
SÄKU, an overview of their own interview output as well as correlations between
Hofstede’s culture dimensions and rate of fatalities within Swedish industry (see Data
Analysis). The focus group also used input from ICSI and the various studies outlined
in the literature review.

Figure 9 - Overview of thesis work shared with focus group showing progression
towards conclusion.
The focus group established what they felt was a progressive and novel way forward
using established commonly understood methodologies to further the work. Using a
forcefield analysis based on two tracks, one based on Schein’s work – three levels of
culture and the other on Hofstede’s six dimensions, all agreeing that both tracks
would be necessary to work with to deliver the framework concept.
Actions

Driving Forces

Step 4
Outline actions that
help the driving force
to get stronger and
create more support
for the ideal state

Step 2
Step 0
Identify 5 driving
Describe briefly the
forces that help to
current state
achieve the ideal
state, things that help
and support.

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining ForcesActions

Step 1
Define what you
believe the ideal state
would be (3-5 bullets)

Step 3
Identify 5 restraining
forces that block or
limit progress to
achieve the ideal
state, things that do
NOT help and support

Step 5
Outline actions that
reduce/eliminate the
restraining forces,
creating more
possibilities to
achieve the ideal
state.

Figure 10 - Overview of the forcefield model the focus team agreed to use to
highlight activities to build the framework.
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The focus group then listed the sequence of events in the order of occurrence – from
the point of view of a single event. The five events were agreed upon and decided to
be analysed in the following sequence: Incident occurrence, Investigation,
Prevention, Safety Gemba and Management/Governance.
Finally, the group decided that there would need to be a clear outcome of how to use
the framework practically to find applicability within industry. Since each of the focus
group companies had already established continuous improvement methodologies,
they all recognized themselves within the PDCA/DMAIC setup. The model would be
based on the adapted PDCA/DMAIC model to add in the dimension of KOTTER’s
‘eight stages of change’ to create a common roadmap for adapting to new /
improving safety cultures.
PDCA
Plan

DMAIC

A3

8D

Define

Clarify the problem

Create team

Measure

Breakdown the
problem
Set a target

Describe the
problem
Define containment
action
Analyse root cause

Analyse

Do

Improve

Check

Control

Act

Analyse root cause
Develop
countermeasures
Execute
countermeasures
Evaluate results
Standardize success

Define corrective
action
Implement corrective
action
Define actions to
avoid recurrence
Congratulate team

KOTTER
Establish a sense of
urgency
Create a guiding
coalition
Develop vision and
strategy
Communicate the
vision
Empower employees
for action
Generate short-term
wins
Consolidate gains,
create more change
Anchor new approach
in culture

Figure 11 - Overview of the adapt PDCA/DMAIC model to include KOTTER’s eight
stages of change.
SÄKU

Survey results

Study companies

Interviews

Culture assessment

EU statistics

Correlations

Hofs te de /Sche i n ove rvi e w

Interview output

Focus group

Forcefield

Company application
Framework

Figure 12 - Overview of the process to build the framework from multiple inputs to
framework application.
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The focus group used combined input from all interviews to create centrals themes
(groupings) of the cultural aspects related to safety. Once aligned on the central
themes the ideal state for each theme was developed. Using a scaled assessment
instrument, the companies rated themselves against the ideal state. A second focus
group convened to address the relevant interventions applicable to achieve the ideal
state.
The research project was submitted and approved for CURES. See appendix A.
Data Gathering
Data gathering followed the path outlined in the methodology.
Primary data acquisition was done through telephone interviews carried out in March
of 2019, with two people interviewed in each of 12 companies. These companies
also took part in the Säku network data collection.
Secondary data questions were sent through www.säku.se network in March of 2019
and results collected in early May of 2019. There are over 500 companies in the
Säku network with 50 having the business description ‘heavy industry’. From these
companies the average answering rate was 32 answers per question with a standard
deviation of 8.
Data from EU statistics came from https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat.
Data from Hofstede’s dimensions are sourced through his book ‘Cultures and
Organizations’, (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010).
Correlations were made connecting the EU statistics on fatalities in Sweden and
Hofstede’s positioning of Sweden in his six dimensions.
This data was used as input to the focus group. The work of the focus group was split
into separate sessions. One session was the establishment of the forcefield work
around Schein and Hofstede while another session was used to generate the
backbone for the framework. Both unstructured and silent 6-5-3 brainstorming
methods were used to gather input that was then summarized through team
activities.
Data Analysis
SÄKU survey – Secondary data
50 heavy industries were surveyed in the SÄKU survey with the median number of
answers between 29 and 43, (the questions in the SÄKU survey are in appendix C).
The areas covered in the survey were: awareness, continuous improvement, ﬂow of
information, knowledge and skills, management commitment and monitoring, control
& supervision.
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Figure 13 – Boxplot of number of answers received in the SÄKU survey.
In each area there were two possible answers, “Yes” if the respondent could answer
the question and “No” if they could not answer. The table below represent the
answers from respondents.
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Figure 14 – Boxplot of Yes answers in the SÄKU survey.
An Anova hypothesis test was carried out to assess whether there were some
statistically significant differences between each of the areas – the resultant P-value
of 0,093 indicates that there is no significant difference between the means of each
area (at the 5% alpha level)

Figure 15 – Anova results showing the P-value of 0.093
Since the collected data in the survey was not normally distributed then a Moods
median test was conducted to determine if there were significant differences in the
median, the P-value of 0,324 indicates no significant difference if the median.
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Figure 16 – Moods median test results
Due the relatively small sample size the results may not be totally conclusive. They
do indicate however that in 85% of cases (average of median results) respondents
could answer positively to the questions ranging from awareness to knowledge and
skills to management commitment as outlined above.
Correlation analysis, fatalities vs Hofstede dimensions.
Correlations were carried out to compare fatality rates between each of Hofstede’s
six dimensions of culture, (correlations determine if there is a mutual relationship or
connection between two or more variables). A Pearson co-efficient of 1 means there
is a strong positive correlation, a co-efficient of -1 indicates a strong negative
correlation. A co-efficient of 0 indicates ’no correlation’. A P-value of under 0,05
indicates that a correlation exists.
Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Power distance
Pearson correlation 0,412
P-value

0,026

Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs Power distance
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Figure 17/18 – Power Distance - All countries in study (left) and regions (right).
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a positive correlation between
Power Distance and Fatalities indicating that as Power Distance grows there is an
increasing number of fatalities. Sweden ranks low regarding Power Distance. This is
reflecting in the relatively flat organisations in Sweden and the openness of direct
manager/employee communication.
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Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Individuality
Pearson correlation -0,534
P-value

0,003
Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs Individuality
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Figure 19/20 – Individuality - All countries in study (left) and regions (right).
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a negative correlation between
Individuality and Fatalities indicating that as Individuality grows there is a decreasing
number of fatalities. Sweden ranks high regarding Individuality. This is reflected in
the way people take care of close family and colleagues – fast response to accidents
involving colleagues, and tendencies towards being a close-knit society.
Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Uncertainty Avoidance
Pearson correlation 0,402
P-value

0,030

Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs Uncertainty Avoidance
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Figure 21/22 – Uncertainty Avoidance - All countries in study (left) and regions (right)
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a positive correlation between
Uncertainty Avoidance and Fatalities indicating that as Uncertainty Avoidance grows
there is an increasing number of fatalities. Sweden ranks low regarding Uncertainty
Avoidance. This is seen in how Swedes work in a relaxed atmosphere and deviations
are more easily tolerated.
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Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Indulgence
Pearson correlation -0,651
P-value

0,000
Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs Indulgence
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Figure 23/24 – Indulgence - All countries in study (left) and regions (right)
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a negative correlation between
Indulgence and Fatalities indicating that as Indulgence grows there is a decreasing
number of fatalities. Sweden ranks highest in Hofstede’s study regarding Indulgence.
Swedes like holidays and high life quality.
Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Long term
Pearson correlation 0,107
P-value

0,580
Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs Long term
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Figure 25/26 – Long-term/Short-term - All countries in study (left) and regions (right)
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a no correlation between
Short/Long-term thinking and Fatalities indicating that as Short/Long term thinking
grows there is no significant increase/decrease in the number of fatalities. Sweden
ranks in a middle in Hofstede’s study regarding Short/Long term thinking. This was
surprising for the studied companies in the project as they felt that their focus was
very long-term.
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Correlation: Fatalities/100000; Masculine/Feminine
Pearson correlation 0,080
P-value

0,681
Scatterplot of Fatalities/100000 vs M/F
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Figure 27/28 – Masculine/Feminine - All countries in study (left) and regions (right)
The arrows point to the position of Sweden – there is a no correlation between
Masculine/Feminine and Fatalities indicating that as Masculine/Feminine grows there
is no significant increase/decrease in the number of fatalities. Sweden ranks very low
regarding Masculinity, Sweden is a Feminist country reflecting in the socialist fabric
of Swedish society, caring for all and being modest.
Analysis of company input – Primary data
All companies agreed that a major source of concern is the use of feedback and
control loops as described in literature by Leveson, (Leveson, 2011). They all also
mention the commitment and strategic prioritization needed from management for
safety culture to both develop and improve, this is an issue addressed by
Rasmussen, (Rasmussen & Svedung, 2000), who added these management
elements to accident causation models. Many of the interviewed companies mention
a GEMBA safety walk which connects in literature to Cox, (Cox, Jones, & Rycraft,
2004), who outlines the need for forums to challenge unsafe practice and behaviours.
Most of the companies could also relate completely to the overview by VecchioSudus and Griffiths, (Vecchio-Sudus & Griffiths, 2004), ranging from training and
seminars to promotional strategies. The concept of the toolbox talk adapted by one of
the interviewed companies in mentioned in literature by Makin and Winder (Makin &
Winder, 2008) as one of their fourteen practices – relating to pre and post task
reviews. Also, only one of the interviewed companies mentioned specifically
psychological aspects of safety as noted in literature, (Verra, Benzerga, Jiao, &
Ruggeri, 2019). One company also mentioned the concept of incentivizing
management through bonus schemes as outlined by Hopkins, (Hopkins, 2012).
The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify within each company the
connections between the company cultures, attitudes and behaviours and to
establish a framework for safety culture development. In order to prepare for the
focus group, the companies were provided with documentation showing the project
background, Schein’s and Hofstede’s cultural dimension summaries and correlations
between the dimensions and fatalities. They also received the overview summary of
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the combined and summarised interview output. Some of the cultural aspects that
hinders safety can be found in the restraining forces section of the forcefield analysis,
(see appendix D). For example, many operational definitions are missing leading to
lack of management ability to create bonus systems. Most of the companies agreed
that competence within safety root cause analysis was lacking while at the same time
few searched for better methods. The interest/ability to benchmark and network is
relatively poor compared to exchanging manufacturing methods where all agree
there are better/stronger driving forces to learn and develop.
In most of the part-taking companies there was a poor level of reporting when it
comes to incidents and accidents occurring at weekends. They all mentioned that
macho culture has at times been a significant challenge. Based on experience and
seriousness of accidents, the feminine side of Swedes has come to the surface and
people take more care of each other, drastically reducing negative macho cultures.
The companies have also state that management feel that safety can be interpreted
as non-value-added time, and this has hindered safety progress. Activities in this
area have been to highlight human error and associated costs related to errors that
can be avoided. When adding safety to root cause analysis and estimating eventual
non-compliance costs, management has a clearer view of how investing in safety is
worthwhile for both compliance, risks and employee engagement.
The team determined that the framework foundation needed to focus on the following
cultural aspects:
From Hofstede:
To utilize the ‘normal’ Swedish behaviour of openness and direct communication with
management, (low power distance) to build better communication and safety Gemba.
To build on the individualism concept of taking care of close colleagues and how to
do that.
Uncertainty avoidance to give input to operational definitions, clarity of roles and
methods to be used.
From Schein:
To focus on the tackling many of the underlying assumptions where many felt there
were clear focus/improvement opportunities regarding taking processes, competency
and awareness to a new level.
To challenge the current espoused values that exist regarding safety.
From the combined interview output:
Clearly broader collaboration would help and normally Swedes don’t share well
across/outside company boundaries (lack of collectivism).
Focus on utilizing tools in a better way - not just the slogans/artefacts, showing a
clear connection to Schein first level.
From the Säku survey:
Challenging the results - even with an average score of 85% there are variations,
therefore opportunities to improve.
The resulting forcefield analysis created by the team is outlined in appendix D. The
outcome of the framework is outlined in the detail in the Synthesis of Proposal
section.
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Synthesis of Proposal
The synthesis is based on key aspects from the literature review, the primary data
collection (company interviews) and the work done through the focus group. The key
elements of the cultural aspects – Schein’s three levels and Hofstede’s six
dimensions - outlined earlier and worked through with the forcefield analysis are
addressed through safety culture assessments within the framework, (an ICSI guide
to assessing safety culture can be reached through the link in appendix E).
The framework needed to address different inputs regarding safety culture, accident
causation and leadership. Safety culture is strong where beliefs and activities related
to safety are positive and shared, according to Tear, (Tear, Reader, Shorrock, &
Kirwan, 2018), who, together with Vecchio-Sudus and Griffiths (Vecchio-Sudus &
Griffiths, 2004) highlighted areas to promote safety culture. Among these are:
Management commitment, Safety collaboration in groups, Colleague commitment,
Incident reporting. Accident causation models address in general the following
issues: the injury and victim, the deviation/critical event itself, the work situation,
victim’s behaviour, safety barriers – all the relevant causes. All of which relate to
what initiated the critical event at a particular moment, and which are likely to be
related to unsafe conditions, acts or behaviours. Leadership training providing
general leadership skills shows greater improvement in safety than trainings just
focusing on safety according to (Thiele Schwarz, Tafvelin, & Hasson, 2016) – based
on this input the framework not only looks at safety training but management in
general regarding resources, recruiting, GEMBA among other aspects. Safety is one
of the objectives of a company leader and as such one of multiple objectives that the
leader must balance and align, thereby securing a long-term view of safety.
The Framework
Background
The framework was built based on research, interviews, a national survey, focus
groups with clarifying interviews and was finally validated through an iterative cycle
consisting of companies in USA, Denmark, Sweden and UK.
The literature research focused on organizational and safety cultures, first studied
separately and then merged into a concept. This merge was done through the focus
group to utilize the key elements from literature and the teams combined experiences
to create a robust repeatable methodology as well as a tangible framework. The indepth interviews were carried out across heavy industry in Sweden using an
inductive approach (finding new theories from existing data), these are established
companies with international subsidiaries and reputations of having a high level of
safety. The national survey was carried out through a Safety Culture Network.
The focus group consisted of safety representatives from the twelve interviewed
companies tasked to use iterative brainstorming processes to create both the
forcefield analysis and to build the backbone to the framework itself.
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Framework Description
The framework is to provide guidance through a step by step process to either create
a mechanism for safety culture or improve the current state.
The framework seeks to:
• combine several proven methodologies to create a robust iterative cycle of
safety culture improvement.
• provide a link into ongoing improvement methodologies
• use robust dashboards and data to follow the progress of implementation
• provide a guide to useful tools and reporting mechanisms in the safety arena
• focus on inclusion of all employees in the development of safety culture
• address cultural aspects that affect safety
The framework can be implemented in the following way:
• assemble the safety team/resources and clarify the current state.
• work through the step by step content and modules.
• use an agreed prioritization tool chart to determine needs, flow and sequence
of relevant events
• follow implementation and execution using a relevant and agreed dashboard.
The framework outlined below was constructed by the focus team and later validated
‘externally’ from the focus team.

Figure 29 – Framework overview – graphical summary.
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Figure 30 - Framework overview including all the elements in each of the 5 focus
areas.

Figure 31 – The elements of the framework can (and should) be implemented in
parallel.
Sequence and steps
The focus group decided that the following sequence (see table on next pages)
would be suitable as a starting point for their companies, built from their own
experience. Focusing first on what happens in the workplace in terms of incidents
and accidents, then focus on how these are investigated. Through investigation there
will be prevention activities that will need to be implemented, these should be asked
for and seen in the safety Gemba process (daily workplace reviews). Finally work
needs to follow given structures, and working with the management team to create
oversight, governance and accountability provides this.
The vital first step however is the launch/relaunch of the improved safety initiative
and this is a ‘shared understanding’ session that management must both own and
execute. A key point to note is that each of the elements need to be activated and
developed in parallel, this will lead to optimal results.
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The Framework - detailed description of each of the separate elements
Workplace activity focuses on the daily work on the shop-floor and is where most
accidents occur. Here the focus is on what happens and how it is managed through
first-aid, risk assessments etc. As the work on the shop-floor develops, KPIs are
added and top priorities established. Finally, tool box talks become a part of daily life.
Workplace Month Process of investigation
Agree on the steps needed to both investigate and eliminate the root
activity
1-3

causes to an accident / incident as well as work through prevention to
proactively avoid recurrence.

Usage of Personal Protective Equipment
Work with candor and discipline regarding ensuring the use of PPE in all
relevant areas. Work through Macho behaviours where it exists and with
disciplinary action where needed.

First-aid competence
According to Swedish law there needs to be 'sufficient' number of
employees with First-aid competence, this needs to be taken control of
and decided based on risk assessment results and need.

Risk Assessments complete
Where relevant, the necessary risk assessments need to be in place with
the level of completeness updated and monitored.

Month KPIs in place
KPIs such as the Green Cross, Days without incident/accident in place,
4-6

data showing rash maps of both factory and human body to identify both
risk areas and injury locations on body, to be kept in focus and updated.

Goals agreed and followed
Agree at all levels and departments the relevant and actionable goals all to have clarity regarding operational definitions and tools/resources
necessary to accomplish these goals.

Top three safety priorities
Agree within department/team what the main safety priorities are and
keep them up-to-date with relevant frequency as agreed across the
organisation.

Month Toolbox talks completed
Ensure that each shift begins with relevant toolbox talks, covering the
7-12

main tasks of the shift and any known risks connected to them, review
also associated PPE.

5S + Safety
By adding Safety elements to 5S and ensuring the cross functional
weekly audits take place, safety becomes part of weekly routines
observed by 'outside in' colleagues.

Safety engagement surveys
Simple surveys with a few simple questions (even just one). For example
- 'Did you feel safe in your workplace today?' to ensure recurring daily
focus.

Figure 32 – Workshop elements and implementation plan
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Investigation activity focuses primarily on root cause analysis and how to link
resulting countermeasures to the normal daily improvement methodologies.
Integration across departments is a key aspect here, highlighting how
countermeasures will affect different areas of the business.
Investigation Month Root cause analysis
activity
1-3
Working with root cause analysis entails having a questioning attitude,
a creative sense of shared vigilance, watching out for each other,
having a proactive learning culture.

Reporting authorities
Make sure routines are in place and well known regarding how
reporting to authorities takes place. Utilize the coaching nature of the
authorities to strengthen safety culture.

Month Key competences
4-6
List the key required safety competences, work through resource
issues with management, be sure to have at least minimum numbers
in place and resources to cover all working hours.

Key tools
Many basic tools can be combined to create unique specific safety
root cause analysis tools. These are available through networking,
google etc.

Improvement link to current methodologies
Connecting Safety improvement to existing improvement methods will
help adapt/integrate mindset and reduce resistance.

Month Next steps: Re-evaluate/Risk assess
7-12
Utilize the output of investigations to re-evaluate risks and existing risk
assessments. The severity of accidents will remain high unchanged
unless specific design/process changes are implemented, focus
initially on recurrence reduction.

Figure 33 – Investigation elements and implementation plan
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Prevention activities are long term and the integration of safety into development
talks and hiring for safety promotes the aspect of safety being an all-encompassing
culture shift aligning all organisations towards achieving safety targets. Running
promotion activities regularly needs to also highlight that safety focus is not just
during promotion times but an everyday activity. Process engineering and layout
designers also have a significant role creating ergonomic designs and safe transport
routes through facilities.
Prevention Month
activity
1-3

Risk assessment
All new processes/machines/buildings/layouts need qualified risk
assessments to be carried out and signed off for completion.

Personal protective equipment
Correct and well-maintained PPE is a basic need and requirement in all
relevant areas.

Toolbox talks concept created
These take time, creativity and co-operation across numerous functions
and will generate a wave of initial interest through curiosity. This needs
nurturing and care and patience. Examples of best practices can be
found at many existing global heavy industries websites.

Month
4-6

Safety promotions
Promoting safety is not just a daily discussion - it needs also regular
boosts to ensure the message gets to all employees. Companies hold
either regular safety days or even an annual week to highlight safety and
share best practices etc.

Development talks
Each employee has a personal development talk, adding safety and
psychology stress points in these talks will add a one-to-one dimension
and create a space for personal reflection. HR needs to help train
managers in sensitive/psychological stress related development talks.

Daily safe feeling
Most people are used to seeing service panels in airports/restaurants,
these can easily be used to highlight safety also using a scale of 'feeling'
safe.

Month
7-12

Culture assessing tools
From simple questionnaires to complex web-based tools, there are
many ways to assess the culture of a company, identifying the
behaviours and values that lead to "the way things are done around
here".

Design for safety
Severity of certain process accidents may only be reduced/eliminated
through design. Layout changes can also be designed to minimize
traffic, congestion and risks.

Hiring for safety
Certain traits are associated to nurturing and taking care of people, and
can be tested for in management psychology tests in hiring processes
and used for further exploration in recruiting the "right" people and
getting the right people "on the bus"

Figure 34 – Prevention activity elements and implementation plan
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The daily practical Gemba sessions building safety into Value Streams is another
unique addition to the safety framework. The Value stream focuses on how fast value
moves through a value chain and when safety is poor there will be accidents and
therefore inefficiencies, making lead times longer. The addition of the forcefield
analysis here is to connect directly to what is seen at Gemba and what forces are
working with improving safety and what forces are not, the forcefield analysis is
designed to address this.
Safety Month "Learn to see" safety within Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
Gemba 1-3
In a VSM session safety can also be noted as data points to add the safety
dimension to the most fundamental tool within Lean.
activity
Create GEMBA flow
Using a manufacturing diary to plan and manage GEMBA can also include
having management participation on a regular basis - addressing 5S +
Safety as well as investigation as part of regular management work

Month Improve GEMBA flow
4-6
Once a GEMBA plan is in place and running then it can be improved and
made more efficient and effective

Forcefield Analysis
The forcefield analysis is designed to brainstorm and document the driving
and restraining forces that affect different situations in organizations. The
'forcefield' can be described as two opposite forces working for and against
a specific task/method/target state.

Figure 35 – Safety Gemba activity elements and implementation plan
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The focus of the management element is support and participation. Building the
guiding coalition through organisation layers, building and improving the vision and
supporting execution of that vision are all interlinked with each of the earlier
framework elements. To avoid unclarity, there needs to be strong operational
definitions in all areas of safety and a determination to promote correct companywide
behaviour-based safety.
Management Month "Shared understanding"
activity
1-3
The most vital concept - to create an environment that is physically,
socially and emotionally safe. Having shared respect, knowledge and
values is the foundation for safety culture.

Participation in Gemba + Investigations
Management needs to show their regular willingness to take part in
the 'daily life' in both GEMBA and safety investigations. This is
needed to understand the underlying root causes and see reality as it
is, not as conference room-based management imagine it to be.

Dashboards
There needs to be safety dashboards - showing all the agreed and
operationally defined relevant measurements, both leading and
lagging.

Month Management reporting/trends/statistics
4-6
All levels of management need access to reports/trends/statistics.
The development of agreed visual tools and powerful Business
Intelligence (BI) gives this access

"In-house" review
Using internal audits can give initial improvement area insight. When
accident investigations are completed, accident causations should be
in particular focus during such audits.

Walk-though of KPIs
All employees need to have clarity and understanding of KPIs in
order to see the connection to daily work. Ambiguity within KPIs can
lead to inefficiencies and lack of reporting regarding safety can lead
to ‘drifting towards failure’.

Month Committee assemble and attendance
7-12
Regular and planned committee meetings are essential to give the
structural backbone to safety. Ad-hoc meetings can result from
significant incidents/accidents, attendance/participation to planned
meetings to be a part of managers standard work.

"Outside in" review
Using customers/corporate management/external consultancies are
all opportunities to have "outside in" input - utilize this where possible.
Corporate management to have safety and daily GEMBA as part of
factory visit agendas.

Work with HR
Starting with recruitment and working towards analyzing cultural
assessments, building development talks and forcefield analysis of
safety GEMBA, HR needs to get more involved in physical, social and
emotional safety of the company.

Figure 36 – Management activity elements and implementation plan
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Discussion
Throughout the thesis work, it was difficult to understand why companies couldn’t
manage to get safety right, as if it was so straight forward, just do the work correctly,
follow instructions, use the right tools and equipment and what could possibly go
wrong? “how hard could it be?” (to coin a Swedish phrase).
Throughout the literature review, it became clearer with the additions of Schein’s
levels and Hofstede’s dimensions, that both safety and culture were not as obviously
aligned and structured as they could be.
First regarding Schein, all the interviewed companies had organizational structures,
processes, slogans, wallpaper telling how important people were and how they were
the greatest assets of the company. In contrast to this, some mentioned that
employees can often feel like liabilities instead of assets when working with safety
related issues – noting the non-value-add argument, outlined earlier.
Each company also showed clearly defined targets and strategies, and all had
different ways to get there. This is due partly to global organizations demands and
also adapting to ideas/philosophies grown from past experience/incidents/accidents.
They all also displayed weaknesses in the understanding of underlying assumptions
– knowing full well that many beliefs are taken for granted and tribal knowledge has
led to weak areas that are not addressed aggressively and candidly by leaders.
From a Hofstede point of view, the six dimensions were a clear clarification for the
focus teams although they all felt that they were more long-term than Hofstede’s
study had shown, (Sweden showed no preference regarding long-term/short-term
and there is no correlation to fatalities). Power distance in Sweden is a wellestablished way of working with straight candid conversations between employee
and manager a daily occurrence. Managers are easily accessible and open in most
cases to discuss but will also bring groups and teams together to participate and then
aim for consensus in most cases. Employees being left out of consensus discussions
can lead to significant resistance. The strength of the union movements in Sweden
has had safety high on its agenda over a long period of time and this has led to a
strong sense of belonging among work groups. The individualism noted by Hofstede
in Sweden here takes on the viewpoint of taking care of the immediate colleagues
first and then other groups within a company, a version of silo thinking also leading to
poor communication and lower levels of safety culture across the companies. The
femininity of Swedes is very much in the desire to have work/life balance, and have a
high level of consensus across teams, groups and departments. The well-known
‘Jante law’ resounds around production floors while at the same time has been
broken through in various areas and safety is one such area. Solving safety issues
while keeping all people in their place works by solving common denominator
problems that concern all employees in a company. An example of this is reducing
risks and creating safety norms within companies and all employees benefit from
this. Swedes avoid conflict when possible and choose to have no more rules than
necessary to allow certain flexibilities in interpretations, thus leading to unclarity in
many areas. For this reason, many of the operational definitions are not in place,
therefore bonuses can be hard to relate to, as outlined in the framework.
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There is no shortage of focus across the interviewed companies with all
acknowledging that they have a long way to go while at the same time having
agreement that they know they have come very far in recent years. The SÄKU
analysis also reflected these recent years progress with an average score of 85%
positive response to the survey that was carried out supporting the project.
Most attribute the development of safety culture in Sweden to the fact the
Arbetsmiljöverket (Swedish Labour Authority) takes an active role in investigations
and are willing to coach and support in most areas of occupational health and safety.
Just the simple fact that LTI’s are to be reported to the Arbetsmiljöverket within three
working days gives rise to a certain positive stress that does have several benefits,
through assistance from the authority. The strength of unions has also helped
regarding safety with agreements of using union representatives in risk assessments
a welcome addition to many companies ‘way of working’. Unions also have been a
significant part of ensuring that ergonomically friendly equipment has become
standard when machine investment have been authorized or when layouts are
changed, for example.
Selling in this framework to companies will have some positive and negative aspects.
On the positive side there are many new ideas here that will inspire and create
momentum for many companies, the involved companies also will have the additional
benefit of networking already having created the concept and utilising the SÄKU
network, (which will also help spread the concept). On the negative side however,
working through the entire framework requires significant effort/work and a lot of coordination, the concept of adding dashboards alone can be cumbersome as it can be
just ‘more to measure’. Management will need to follow the implementation progress
and observe through Gemba the changing face of safety. Here again there can be
resistance as management often have issue with too much Gemba, as it can be
interpreted as interfering with ongoing work, managers as coaches in Sweden deals
with this quite well but internationally this can be difficult especially in high Power
Distances Index countries.
Another difficult area to get buy-in will be in companies where safety is already at a
very good level, they will note, for sure, some additional ‘extras’ but they risk become
complacent being ‘too safe already’ as outlined by Strauch (Strauch, 2015). This is
an interpretation ongoing in Denmark in recent years. The high level of focus on
safety has led to inefficient operations and with high salaries, inefficiency is extremely
costly. This led to a negative view of the ‘process of improving safety’ as it costs both
time and money and already people ‘should’ feel safe. What are the costs of safety –
is it worth doing? This significant question posed through literature (Leigh, Markowitz,
Fahs, & Landrigan, 2000) (Petersen, 1996) (Reason J. , 1990) needs to make sense
for each and every company.
Delivering training according to legislation can also be a hinder as even safety
committee members within Swedish companies have legal requirements to adhere
to. Legal accountability has helped to have management focus in Sweden with
factory managers having the highest level of accountability from a legal standpoint.
Within Swedish companies there can be an overwhelming feeling of
underachievement when faced with such a complete framework and some will
recognise themselves in just a few areas. The idea to break the framework into
smaller elements and areas was to alleviate this overwhelming feeling. However, one
of the validation companies mentioned that the framework was more for academic
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purposes than actual implementation. After a clarifying meeting, this company
realised it was their internal resistance to change which was the issue more than
their academic interpretation of the framework. They realised that the modular
concept of the framework elements helps to isolate where the process could fail, be it
on the shop-floor or within management support. Here is an area for further work –
where does management draw the line regarding learning more and who researches
within the company to further develop process and mechanisms?
Much of what the framework does was created by companies getting into a room and
working together to gain insight and improve. The only hinder to this is willingness.
There is always time to do things right.
Another aspect that can be challenged regarding the ‘size’ of the framework is
whether it applies for all companies, regardless of size and international footprint.
Smaller companies, in general, spend less time on safety related issues while they
do have shorter communication channels to counteract this. Larger companies note
that the framework would need some significant time investment but could see use of
most of the elements, whereas smaller companies felt they would pick and choose
what felt best to start with and get most value for money. They all felt that the entire
framework could take longer than 12 months to implement while admitting that
success (fewer accidents) would promote the speed of implementation.
Only one of the 12 companies mentioned the psychological aspect of ‘white collar
burnout’. In Sweden in 2018, 770 people died of work-related stress (Swedish Work
Environment statistics May 2019), this is significantly more than safety related
accidents. In the framework this is mentioned in the prevention section regarding
development talks. When discussing this during the project it was mentioned that
managers are not well trained to deal with ‘soft issues’ and adding this element into
development talks addresses that specific need. In Sweden the majority of stress
related deaths are female, and the analysis of this by the Swedish Work Environment
is that most safety related work has focused on male dominated industries, while
teaching and other near contact professions have been overlooked.
The Swedish Labour Inspectorate can be used to gain an ‘outside in’ safety view and
use consistent measures to follow progress within each of the 5 frameworks focus
areas. Dashboards are then key to manage follow up and enforce ongoing
management commitment.
An output from the literature review also was how to choose the biggest impact
items, as outlined in the study by Warszawska and Kraskawski, (Warszawska &
Kraslawski, 2016), companies will need to make conscious decisions regarding the
framework and the cultural aspects relevant to them. These aspects differ according
to Hofstede’s six dimensions and Schein’s three levels and decision makers will need
to understand and develop/adapt their own cultures to have maximum impact on
safety.
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Limitations and Further Work
Just 12 companies were interviewed, this small sample size within one industry
sector is limiting, although the framework, based on validation feedback, is applicable
across a broader spectrum than heavy industry.
The framework itself doesn’t fully address ‘white collar burnout’ – this was mentioned
as a significant issue by just one company and not addressed by any of the twelve.
The simple fact that the ratio of stress related fatalities compared to accident fatalities
is nearly 15:1 (770:50) should awaken significant interest.
Adapting the framework needs to be efficient and not border on over-production/oversafety, selling the framework into companies needs specific focused activities. Work
still must be done to create what the Swedes call “röd tråd”, the red-thread linking all
the aspects of safety under an umbrella to help the practical implementation process
within companies.
The forcefield output also gives rise to significant questions regarding macho culture
and the need to continuously and candidly work with this area.
Conclusions
The framework established through the work of the team is a strong base to measure
progress against, fulfilling the inputs and needs of companies while relying on
broader input data and literature for deeper integration and understanding.
The macho culture of ignoring safety and PPE is becoming a thing of the past,
creating the conditions that focus people on the job’s real needs and requirements,
rather than the stereotypical images that macho culture highlight.
The framework connecting the aspects of culture to safety has a major role to play in
all companies as it addresses all aspects of ‘daily life’ in companies. It encompasses
both the incident/accident arena as well as begins the journey of inclusion of the
psychological aspects of safety.
The thesis created an internationally validated framework, further supported by three
safety experts in Sweden.The framework builds organically and continuously by
using adapted improvement methodologies, Kotter connected to Lean/6Sigma.
The framework together with the forcefield analysis in the project, clearly address the
cultural aspects that exist within Swedish heavy industry with regard to safety.The
framework established meets the project aims and objectives.
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Appendix B - Prevention and promotion ranking of member states’ occupational
health and safety policy
Prevention
Level 1: Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia
Level 2: Cyprus, Greece, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Spain
Level 3: Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Czech Rep, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Sweden, the Netherlands, UK.
Promotion
Level 1: Bulgaria, Cyprus, France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, Malta,
Portugal, Romania, Spain
Level 2: Belgium, Croatia, Czech Rep, Estonia, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Poland,
Slovenia, Slovakia, the Netherlands
Level 3: Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden, UK.
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Appendix C – Questions asked through the Swedish Safety Culture Network.
Area

Question

knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
knowledge and
skills.
awareness.

Does the employee know how to act in case of emergency or danger?

awareness.

awareness.

Does the employee understand why the observance of safety rules existing
in the facility are required?
Does the employee think that analysing near misses has an impact on
improving safety?
Does the employee deviate from the procedures during work in the facility?

awareness.

Does the employee react to unsafe behaviour of his/her colleagues?

awareness.

Does the employee think that his/her action can contribute to the formation
of an accident?
Does the employee understand why accidents are analysed?

awareness.

awareness.
awareness.
awareness.
awareness.
awareness.
awareness.
awareness.
ﬂow of information.

Does the employee know the working hours of the facility?
Does the employee know who the safety leader of the facility is?
Does the employee know that usage of chemicals may requires specific
training?
Does the employee know what individual personal protection he/she should
use?
Does the employee know that he/she should take part in safety training
before he/she starts work in the facility?
Did the employee acquaint himself/herself with risk assessment?
Does the employee know where he/she can find information about chemical
substances?
Does the employee know the meaning of near misses?
Does the employee know what he/she should do if the individual personal
protection is not available or damaged?
Does the employee know how to report an accident and near miss?
Is the employee able to perform ﬁrst-aid after safety training?
Does the employee know how to protect himself/herself against impact with
the chemicals/machine which he/she uses?
Does the employee know that his/her duty is to take care of the workplace?
Does the employee know about hazards existing in the facility?
Does the employee feel responsible for safety in the facility?

Will the employee report his/her opinion about safety if the employee sees
something is incorrect?
Is the employee aware of the consequence of hazards existing in the facility?
Does the employee think that during safety training he/she gained enough
knowledge to work in the facility?
Will the employee try to repair broken equipment it by himself/herself?
If tasks/operations may be done faster but without respecting safety rules will
the employee try this?
Does the employee think that using personal protective equipment is
necessary?
Was the employee informed, during safety training, about correct and
incorrect actions?
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ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.

Was the understanding of principles of safety presented during safety
training evaluated?
Is the employee informed about accidents occurring at the facility?

ﬂow of information.

Is safety training continued during the tasks/operations execution?

ﬂow of information.

Was information about ﬁrst aid presented to the employee clearly?

ﬂow of information.

Was the employee informed that the accident should be reported
immediately?
Before starting tasks/operations do the employee discuss the work
individually with the management/staff in terms of safety?
Was the employee informed about modiﬁcations or about breakdowns in the
facility? Was employee informed about hazards?
Are employees informed about hazards in the facility during the introduction?

ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.

Was the employee informed to whom he/she should report in case of
detection of irregularities?
Was use of eye washing presented to the employee?

ﬂow of information.

Does the employee evaluate safety training as understandable?

ﬂow of information.

Was the employee informed where he/she can ﬁnd the form to report near
misses?
Was the employee informed how he/she should report an accident?

ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.
ﬂow of information.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
monitoring, control
& supervision.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.
management
commitment.

Was the employee informed where he/she can ﬁnd the safety data sheet of
for substances?
Was the employee informed about the possibility of using instructions?
Did someone ask the employee about problems which occur in terms of
safety?
Must the employee inform management/staff that he/she wants to work
longer than planned?
If the employee has a problem in terms of safety, is someone interested in
this?
Does the employee think that someone takes care of safety in the facility?
Did the employee meet with a situation that someone checks the safe
completion of tasks/operations?
Does the employee think that someone is interested in what is going on in
the facility?
Has safety been one of the most important values in the policy of the facility?
Were any safety actions initiated in the last 6 months by the management?
Does management take action after acquainting itself with safety reports?
Does management take part in meetings or overviews concerning health an
safety?
Did management meet with the representatives of the safety team in last 6
months?
Does management during the visits in the facility abide by the safety
principles which prevail there?
Does management talk periodically with the person who is responsible for
safety?
Does management check the results of the actions which are introduced to
improve safety?
Does management approve the main aims and plans concerning health and
safety?
Does management check the effectiveness of the introduced safety
changes?
Does management have an authorized representative who can make a
decision?
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management
commitment.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.
continuous
improvement.

Does management provide the measures necessary to ensure safety and
health conditions?
Do objectives concerning health and safety exist?
Were safety objectives updated at least once a year?
Were safety objectives realized in the last year?
Were changes introduced to improve the safety during last year?
Did someone from the safety team pass any additional safety courses or
trainings in the last 6 months?
Is there system support for safety related work
Are safety related changes in the facilitys planned over the next year?
Is risk assessment updated after every accident?
Are the experiences or ideas from other departments or industries used?
Are promotional campaigns planned in the next year, to encourage the
employees to behave safely?
Was the safety training program updated in the last year?
Are the accidents analysed?
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Appendix D – Forcefield analysis
Actions

Driving
Forces
Step 2

Current State

Ideal State

Step 0

Step 1

Outline actions that
help the driving force to
get stronger and create
more support for the
ideal state

Identify 5
driving forces
that help to
achieve the
ideal state,
things that
help and
support.

Describe
briefly the
current state

Benchmark and apply best
practices

Having personal
bonus driven goals
has proven to be a
winning concept

Dedicate a team to arrange the
days/week, at least yearly, with
a focus on the practical
execution of activities

Safety
awareness/status
can never be
promoted enough

Create key word searchable
mechanisms to help share and
find risk assessed processes and
machines

Risk aversion within
similar
operations/office
situations can be
globally compatible
Competence
development in
safety and risk
aversion

Strategical - in general
the companies are all
having long-term
focus and are well
connected to the
Swedish authorities
that support them.
The long-terms goals
of all companies are
zero LTIs and a high
level of near-miss
reporting.

Step 4

Support with workshops,
trainings etc

Restraining
Forces
Step 3

Actions

Define what you
believe the ideal
state would be (35 bullets)

Identify 5
restraining forces
that block or limit
progress to
achieve the ideal
state, things that
do NOT help and
support

Outline actions
that
reduce/eliminate
the restraining
forces, creating
more possibilities
to achieve the
ideal state.

Having bonus driven
global KPIs

Poor operational
definitions regarding
bonus systems
connected to safety

Benchmark and apply
best practices

Global safety days/week

Can easily be interpreted
that safety only applies
on these days/this week

Clarify the concept safety concepts and
rules apply always

Risk assessment globally
shared

Poor systems leading to
complacency, poorly
trained risks assessments
personnel

Increase competence
levels and support
global risk assessment
sharing

Competence to
investigate and share

Poor alignment and level
of investigations varies
broadly. Low level of
sharing across industry

Increase competence
levels and support
global risk assessment
sharing

Step 5

Actions

Driving
Forces

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining
Forces

Actions

Network with similar industries
and use external benchmarks to
find best practice => best results

Well established
templates available
simply through
networking within
similar companies

Safety cross in place and
actively used

Interpreted as a tick box
exercise, management
often too weak to
implement

Provide
environment/mechanism for
detailed reporting and updating,
using business intelligence
sharing

People understand
that systems can be
shared and through
thorough
investigations
risks/accidents can
be reduced
Cross functional
teams provide
broad based input
and often bring an
'outside in'
approach to safety

Tactical - there are
some shortcomings missing some
committees and
investigators. Some
new templates and
tools would be
welcome as well as
raising the
commitment to
follow-up.

Investigations leads to
systematic updates

Poor reporting,
alignment and follow up.
Not all investigations
have enough depth to
make significant changes

Create a more candid
and direct approach to
reporting (in general)
and create a more
participative
environment
Management to set
standards and demand
to see systematic
changes based on
investigations

Cross functional safety
committee in place

Many departments are
complacent regarding
cross functional work and
see just own silo

Ensure that a cross-functional
team is in place
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Enforce crossfunctionality, encourage
'safety tourism' within
site and benchmark
externally

Ensure leaders lead and take
responsibility, create
attendance records for
management participation
within follow-up teams

Upper management
engagement

Active and engaged
follow-up on progress
and strategy

Management delegate
follow-up activities to
'lower' level safety
officers

Management to show
commitment and
engage in humble but
candid follow-up
sessions, setting
precedent for all

Actions

Driving
Forces

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining
Forces

Actions

Provide
environment/mechanism for
detailed reporting and updating,
using business intelligence
sharing

People understand
that systems can be
shared and through
thorough
investigations
risks/accidents can
be reduced
Well established
templates available
simply through
networking within
similar companies
Awareness of LTIs
and near misses
helps the
structured spread
of information
across the company
People work better
within given
clarified
responsibilities and
mandates

Operational - relevant
and established KPIs
in place with good
response, some poor
reporting at various
times and not all
near-misses are
accounted for

Efficient reporting
internally (IT system) and
to authorities

Low efficiency due often
to poor tools leading to
long lead time to report
closure

Mgmt to measure and
follow efficacy and lead
times of internal and
external reporting

Use of established and
agreed templates

Varying level of
templates that seldom
cover all aspects of safety
reporting and
investigation
Many near-misses go
unreported

Benchmark and apply
best practices, adjust to
create a company
standard to become a
controlled document
Align employees on the
importance of all
reporting including all
near-misses

Clear responsibilities and
mandates regarding
investigations

Reporting at weekends
very poor

Have adequate staff
and support functions
even during out of
office hours work
schedules

Actions

Driving
Forces

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining
Forces

Actions

Have adequate staff and
support functions even during
out of office hours work
schedules

The sooner an
investigation begins
the sooner the
correct activities
can begin, reducing
risks for further
incidents/accidents
Awareness through
constant and
regular dialogue
regarding risky
procedures helps
keep employees
focused
People in general
are aware that PPE
is an essential part
of the workplace
within specific
processes
Safety is everyone’s
business and
everyone’s
responsibility,
everyone wants to
go home safe at
night

Executional - on a
daily basis, some of
the basic routines are
missing, investigation
timings and quality as
well as a need for
daily awareness
boosts

Investigations begin
immediately

Reporting at weekends
very poor

Have adequate staff
and support functions
even during out of
office hours work
schedules

Tool box talks at
beginning of all shifts

Macho culture assumes
that everyone knows
enough and do not need
constant reminders of
rules/regulations

Encourage participation
and lead managers to
make tool box talks in
all levels of the
organization

Reporting of
faulty/malfunctioning
PPE

Macho culture assumes
that PPE isn't the most
important part of their
work - why bother?

Work with reducing the
impact of macho
culture, build on
consensus and
collectivism aspects

Unsafe behaviors or
attitude, unsafe
equipment or materials,
and root causes are all
acted upon

People just do not care

Encourage participation
and lead discussions
into how behaviours
and attitude can lead to
significant safety impact

Network with similar industries
and use external benchmarks to
find best practice => best results

Have daily information
regarding LTIs and near-miss
reporting levels

Provide the clarity needed to
ensure investigations processes
are never compromised

Establish the routines needed to
have shift start tool box talks

Ensure responsiveness is
fast/high when faulty PPE is
reported, have adequate
inventory of essential and
mandatory PPE
Encourage participation and
lead discussions into how
behaviours and attitude can
lead to significant safety impact

Reporting of LTIs and all
near misses
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Actions

Driving
Forces

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining
Forces

Actions

Work with reducing the impact
of macho culture, build on
consensus and collectivism
aspects

Companies with
low levels of macho
culture have better
safety and financial
results, let the facts
talk

Behaviors - in the area
safety the macho
culture is a major
issue

Macho culture eliminated

People just do not care

Work with reducing the
impact of macho
culture, build on
consensus and
collectivism aspects. Be
candid.

Actions

Driving
Forces

Current State

Ideal State

Restraining
Forces

Actions

Highlight safe acts, encourage
behaviours and remind people
that safe acts always benefit

People want to feel
safe

Feeling safe in the factory

Spending time on safety
can be interpreted as
non-productive time

Work with cost benefit analysis
using
financial/reputation/human loss
as a counter balance

LTIs and nearmisses and fatalities
cost money,
inefficiencies and
reputations

Management commitment and
support is there but
not always visible
enough and
sometimes
production comes
before safety

Have trained
investigators and agreed
numbers of people
trained in first aid (first
responders)

People/time costs money

Create the templates and
launch during safety days/week.

Safety is more and
more an aspect of
daily management,
so handover
documents should
contain safety
aspects

Handover of departments
include safety assessment

No-one has time for
safety details in
business/group
handovers

Encourage engagement
regarding safety, show
benefits and efforts
matrix and work with all
employees on this
Show examples of
incidents and how well
executed first aid and
investigations saves
lives and reduces
financial losses
Make safety handover a
top priority and create
template for handovers
to ensure safety has
been addressed

Appendix E – Link to ICSI culture assessment
Safety culture assessment https://www.icsi-eu.org/en/how-to-assess-safety-cultureicsi.p699.html
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